Student Project by Giavanna Hahn - Mother Made Art

This is an introduction for future editors of the Museum of Motherhood Family Tree of artists, mothers, feminists, and all in between. Below are instructions for adding the pictures and stories submitted through the form to add to the continuous timeline. Reading through this project you will find introductory information of contributors to the feminist art scene that can inspire you for further research. The big idea of this project is to create an expansive family tree of individuals, from all over the world, that align with the mission of the Museum of Motherhood. This is a perpetual timeline of feminists who are adding to the documentation of the feminist movement with the goal of creating a timeline map of what it means to be a mother in today’s society and how matricentric feminism contributes the ever-evolving motherhood art story.

Instructions for Adding to MoM’s Family Tree

1. To add an image, click the “F” graphic in the top left corner of the webpage. Scroll down to “File”, click “Import”, and choose a downloaded image.
2. For aesthetic purposes, you can make the image a circle and place it over the already provided green circles below the red line. Just click the image and then choose the middle gray icon that says “Crop image”. Hover over the icon that says “Aspect ratio” and choose the circle button. You can then crop and adjust the image.
3. To add the text, simply click the text box next to where you placed the image that says “Add text here”. Type whatever the person wrote within the form they submitted.
4. To lock the image and text box click each and choose “Lock/unlock”. You will know something is locked by clicking it and seeing a lock symbol.
5. As mentioned above there is a red line. Everything above it is locked in order to ensure it will not be edited or removed. Please do not unlock it!